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Israel Del Toro elected to Appleton Common Council
Joey Davis
Staff Writer

________________________

Assistant Professor of
Biology Israel Del Toro, from
Lawrence University, was
elected to Appleton’s Common
Council on Tuesday, April 4.
With 58% of the vote, Del Toro
defeated his opponent Virgil
Van Asten to secure a two-year
seat and his first term on the
council.
According to Del Toro, he
hopes to ensure that teachers
and students have the resources they need to be successful
in school. One such goal is the
construction of Appleton’s new
library. He also seeks action
to take care of the natural resources in the city and move
towards developing a sustainable future.
Del Toro got involved in
local politics in part through
the community integration of
his research lab.
Associate Professor of Biology Kim Dickson made note
of Del Toro’s community involvement through citizen science, especially through his efforts to support pollinators. For
example, Del Toro connects
with community members to
put gardens in their yards and

different places throughout
Appleton. He does a lot of
experiments that engage
citizens, Dickson noted.
“Even before he ran
for public office, he was
really well connected with
a community just through
his own science.” Dickson
said. “He communicates
well with people and can
rally a lot of enthusiasm for
projects.”
Associate Professor of
Government Jason Brozek,
who currently chairs environmental studies at Lawrence, has worked together
with Del Toro in the environmental studies program
and was likewise thrilled to
see his colleague elected.
“I’m jazzed to see him
take on this new community leadership role.” said
Brozek. “I know he’ll be doing good work for the whole
city of Appleton on issues
like sustainability and livability.”
Outside of city council
and teaching at Lawrence, Del
Toro leads Appleton’s No Mow
May program. The program
works to promote the growth of
flowering plants to help pollinators flourish during the early

Assistant Professor of Biology Israel Del Toro was elected to Appleton Common Council on April 5.
Photo from Lawrence University Communications Office

growing season. After convincing the city to test drive the
project for a few years, No Mow
May is now an official Appleton
program as of March 2022.
In addition to Del Toro’s
election, the city of Appleton and Outagamie County
reelected three incumbents,

Vered Meltzer, Denise Fenton,
and Nate Wolff, and former
council member Chris Croatt.
According to the LGBTQ Victory Fund, Meltzer, who ran
unopposed, is the first known
transgender man to hold public
office in Wisconsin. The newly
elected councilmembers other

than Del Toro were Joss Thyssen, who was elected to fill an
open seat, and Vaya Lauren
Jones, who defeated incumbent councilmember Michael
Smith.
In other election news,
Pheng Thao was elected as the
first Hmong-American to serve

on the Appleton Area School
Board. Thao received the most
votes with 8,427 and earned
a three-year term. Calumet,
Winnebago, and Outagamie
counties are the home of 8,200
Hmong-Americans as reported
by the Post-Crescent.

Greenfire and CCE host author and activist Leah Thomas for
environmental justice education workshop
Nathan Wall
News Co-Editor

_______________________

Greenfire and the Center
for Community Engagement
(CCE) hosted climate activist
and author Leah Thomas for
a Zoom event about her new
book “The Intersectional Environmentalist” on April 12 in
Youngchild 121.
Leah Thomas is an
intersectional environmental
activist and eco-communicator
based in Southern California.
Among her notable accomplishments, she created the Intersectional Environmentalism
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(IE) collective with the aim of
empowering communities of
color who’ve historically been
underrepresented in the environmental space. Co-President

of Greenfire and sophomore
Matthew Pavlik said that he became aware of Thomas’s book
during Winter Term and wanted to bring her to campus.
Greenfire communicated with the CCE about hosting Thomas during her book
tour, according to Program
Coordinator for the Environment and Sustainability at the
CCE and sophomore Anders
Hanhan. Hanhan added that
since the CCE had the resources to order books for students
who RSVP’d, it made sense for
Greenfire and the CCE to collaborate.

sions like this will be part of a
larger shift towards Greenfire
being a more social justice-oriented organization. Pavlik also
added that he’s excited to work
with CCE because he wants
Greenfire to be an organization that not only talks about
environmental justice but does
the work in the community to
make it happen.
“Seeing
environmental
racism is one thing, and as a
mostly white organization, we
don’t have those lived experiences.” said Pavlik. “We’re
educating ourselves and others
about people who have these

“Climate change very
clearly disproportionately affects people of color, the working class, and queer people
because those communities
are more likely to live in places
directly affected by pollution.”
said Hanhan.
At the event, students
interacted with Thomas, asking questions about her book
and life experiences. Thomas
stressed the importance of being compassionate and considering other peoples’ life experiences. She referenced the fact
that even though plastic straws
are harmful for the environ-

ten expensive and inaccessible
for certain communities.
Thomas highlighted the
point that the mainstream
environmentalist movement
has not always been equitable,
pointing to the fact that environmental movements in the
past have often succeeded in
moving toxic sites out of white
communities and into more
disadvantaged ones, and referenced the statistics that 70% of
Black and brown communities
live in areas that violate federal
air quality regulations and that
60% of those communities live
near toxic dumps.

changes to make our individual
choices easier.” said Thomas.
“Don’t feel paralyzed to not act
because a lot of corporations
and industries are responsible.
We can make really incredible
changes, especially at the local
level.”
Among the students who
attended the event was junior
Sophia Hamer, who highly recommended Thomas’s book to
her peers.
“I really enjoyed it.” said
Hamer. “I really liked hearing
Leah’s insight, I thought that
her book is targeted towards
anybody and everybody […]

Pavlik agreed with Thomas that the mainstream environmentalist movement is
dominated by white people. He
hopes that events and discus-

lived experiences.”
Hanhan stressed the importance of looking at environmentalism through the lens of
racial justice.

ment, a lot of disabled people
rely on flexible straws, and often, plastic is the only available
option. She also brought up
that sustainable shopping is of-

Thomas also encouraged
students to continue to fight for
the environment.
“With enough pressure,
corporations can make major

Anybody who’s outside of environmental studies can read
it and understand what these
issues are.”
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Appleton SDS holds rally for Palestinian rights
Marzuka Amal
Staff Writer

The Appleton chapter of
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) hosted a rally to
bring attention to the ongoing
Palestinian liberation struggle on Wednesday, April 6 at
5:30 p.m. at Houdini Plaza in
downtown Appleton. SDS also
dropped a banner that read
“Free Palestine” on the bridge
between Warch Campus Center
and Memorial Hall in solidarity
with Palestine at 6pm on Monday, April 11. The banner has
since been taken down.
SDS released a statement
on their Instagram page, @
appleton_sds.
“We believe that for justice to be achieved Palestinian
territory should be liberated
and it should gain sovereignty,” senior Terrence Freeman,
Chair and co-founder of The

Appleton SDS said. “The brutality that [the] Israeli state has
imposed on [the] Palestinian
people is a human rights violation.”
With the United States’

rael as a nation,” Tamayo said.
Tamayo went on to describe
how American heads of state
from Harry Truman, the statesman to originally recognize Israel, to Joe Biden, the current

historic support to Israel,
Freeman said that the United
States is an imperialist power
that supports other imperialist
states.
Freeman brought up the
fact that it’s unsurprising to
see Israel’s continued support
from America as some American police officers even got
training from the Israeli government.
Appleton SDS member
and first-year Audari Tamayo
also emphasized the connection between the occupation of
Palestine and the Native American genocides.
“The U.S. empire was the
first country to recognize Is-

president, have arguably supported Israel due to various
geopolitical American interests
in the Middle East as opposed
to for purely moral reasons.
Appleton SDS member
and junior Taeen Jidaan said
that he feels more educated
about social justice and political situations such as capitalism, apartheid, and police
brutality after joining Appleton
SDS.
“Imagine educating hundreds of people on campus
about SDS and their mission
statement,” Jidaan said. “Even
though we live in a Lawrence
bubble, that bubble is going
to pop once we graduate, so it

is important to educate
ourselves on this.”

To read SDS’s statement,
scan the code:

To read more Lawrentian
stories on SDS, scan the
code:

Sophomore Gustavo Zuñiga and first-year Audari Tamayo prepare to begin the rally.
Photo by Adam Fleischer.

Senior Dominic LaCalamita, Senior Lydia Hellevik, Senior Shania Johnson, Junior Natalie Martinez, Senior Terrence Freeman and Sophomore Gustavo Zuñga head back to campus after the rally.
Photo by Adam Fleischer.
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Lawrence Track opens season

Sean McLaughlin
Staff Writer

______________________________

The Lawrence men’s and women’s track and field teams traveled to
Carroll University this past Sunday to
open their seasons after a week’s delay. Both teams had been scheduled
to compete the previous Saturday at
the Private College Championships,
but the event was canceled due to
weather. In much more favorable
weather conditions, the men’s and
women’s teams were each able to finish in a respectable 5th place overall,
setting the stage for a productive outdoor season.
Several members of the team
put in admirable and key performances on the day to score important points for the Vikings. On the
women’s side, fifth-year Alex Chand
placed 6th in the 400 meters, while
cross country standouts Cristyn Oliver and Lilia Bodnar placed 3rd and
4th, respectively, in the 800 meters.
Distance standouts Edythmae Frodl
and Riley Winebrenner placed in the
top four in the 5k, and thrower Grace
Fox won the javelin. For the men, Bill
Daniels ran an impressive time in
the 1500 meters, Owen West cracked
the top 10 in the 5k, David Benjamin

Kenneth Peñaherrera Quiroz
Staff Writer

_____________________________

The Lawrence Vikings have been
amazing throughout many disciplines
the past month. Ranging from fencers to tennis players, the Vikings have
toppled several schools.
The fencing team partook in the
NCAA Regional at Columbus, Ohio.
While the results were not the best,
sophomore Aaron Reese sustained a
4-8 record at the regional, topping a

Antionio Gonzalez
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came second in the long jump, and
throwers Ian Thomas and Zach
Burke took second and third in the
javelin throw.
The first big takeaway from this
weekend’s competition is the women’s track team proving their abilities against very skilled competition.
Hosts Carroll University as well as
Carthage College regularly produce
national championship competitors,
and this is without mentioning the
presence of Northwestern, a Power-5
NCAA Division 1 school who brought
competitors to this meet. Despite
this, as well as some curious race selections for Lawrence runners, they
stood up to the challenge, backing
up their 3rd place overall finish in
the Midwest Conference during the
indoor track season. Furthermore,
Frodl and Winebrenner’s placings in
the 5k reflect the LU Women’s crosscountry dominance from the fall as
well, suggesting Coach Jason Fast is
building a sustainably quality squad.
The Viking’s top distance competitor,
Cristyn Oliver, also did impressively
well despite running no longer than
the 800 meters, placing 3rd and setting a PR in the process despite being a distance specialist. Taking into
account the consistency of Bodnar’s

very good season, giving the Vikings
fans something to look forward to next
year.
The softball team continues
their season, facing diverse challenges throughout, but has picked up the
pace over the last couple of games.
As for the men’s baseball team,
they seem to be on a roll, having a
4-1 start to the conference. The Vikes
dropped a contest at Grinnell. The senior outfielder Jacob Charon hit his

4th place finish, the Viking women
are clearly continuing to build a very
solid team. Other performers who
didn’t score reflect this trend. Madeline Taylor and Jaicey Stanich just
barely missed out on the top 10 in the
800 meters, and Mollie Davis placed
9th in the 1500 meters , while Aasma
Haider rounded out the top 10 in the
5k. This squad is also very young: Oliver, Frodl, Winebrenner and Stanich
are freshmen, while Bodnar is only a
sophomore, and Madeline Taylor, is
a junior. Only Chand as a fifth-year
is an outlier. I am very excited to see
how this team progresses, especially
when competitors are allowed to run
their preferred races.
The men’s track team is a curious case in comparison to the women’s team. Both groups won their
respective cross-country divisions
in the fall, but the women seem to
be having the better fortunes on the
track. This is not to slag off the performances of the athletes; it is very
likely the placings being poorer are
simply due to stiffer competition,
with almost all of the men’s races
having a higher number of registered
competitors. The men are still running very impressive times as well.
Four separate athletes ran under 5

minutes in the 1500 meters in the
form of the Billy Daniels, Ray WetzelMeehan, Itai Bojdak-Yates and Zach
Casper, with Julian Garcia coming in
just over at 5:04. Also worth noting is
that first-year standout Collin Beyer
is currently recovering from an injury; he would typically score very significant points in distance events like
the 5k, or perhaps the 1500 meters.
Meanwhile, men’s throwers
scored very well even given their
overall low experience. Javelin conference champion from 2021, Zach
Burke, came within 6 meters of his
PR with a 46.96 meter throw, despite very adverse wind conditions.
First-year Ian Thomas, who has only
picked up a javelin for the first time
this year, managed second on the day
ahead of Burke by setting a new PR of
48.45 meters, which is, quite frankly,
ridiculous. Ian also threw 12.24 meters in the shot put, good enough to
place 9th in the face of competition
from national championships-quality
competitors from both Carthage and
Carroll. Burke also placed in the top
10, with his throw of 11.07 meters off
only a quarter turn (a less than ideal
technique) good enough for 10th.
Both men contributed significant
points and look poised to take on a

Vikes on a roll
10th home run this season, setting up
a new personal record very early on.
Watch out for this slugger and all of
the Vikes baseball team as they are off
to a very steaming start;, we hope the
Vikes do nothing but continue to excel. They will be facing Illinois College
at home tomorrow morning
On the other side, after a trip
to Hilton Head, South Carolina, the
Men’s Tennis team came back for
a long trip to Jacksonville, Illinois.

They started off facing Illinois College, whom they swept 9-0 with statement wins from every single player.
They then traveled about two hours to
face Monmouth College, where they
picked up another win, 7-2. This gives
the Vikes a great start to their conference matches. Senior Cam Strawn was
a standout player, picking up 4 total
wins, as was first-year Dylan Delgado.
They will next be playing this Wednesday at Ripon College, then come back

major role in the men’s team’s success this spring.
On a final note, sophomore
Grace Fox ought to receive a shoutout
for winning the javelin event overall
on the women’s side. Grace threw
32.34 meters, which brought her
the win and maximum points for the
women’s team. The competition was
incredibly steep, with 2nd place coming in at 32.30 meters, and 3rd close
behind as well at 32.16 meters. This
means the gap from 1st to 3rd was
a mere 8 centimeters. Even so, take
nothing away from Grace as she was
LU’s only event winner of the day.
Grace Fox Goes Off
On a final note, sophomore
Grace Fox ought to receive a shoutout
for winning the javelin event overall
on the women’s side. Grace threw
32.34 meters, which brought her
the win and maximum points for the
women’s team. The competition was
incredibly steep, with 2nd place coming in at 32.30 meters, and 3rd close
behind as well at 32.16 meters. This
means the gap from 1st to 3rd was
a mere 8 centimeters. Even so, take
nothing away from Grace as she was
LU’s only event winner of the day.

home for the first time in the season
for a conference match this Saturday
for a double header against Cornell
and Grinnell College at 9:30 a.m. and
2:30 p.m.
On Sunday, the Lady Vikes
(women’s tennis) will be returning to
the courts for a couple matches, facing two non-conference schools to top
their very impressive season.
Come support all of your Vikings! Go Vikes!

UFC 273: Title defenses and new title challengers

Staff Writer

______________________________

This past weekend in Jacksonville, Florida, the UFC put on two
title fights and a title contention fight
that brought much excitement in the
buildup to the fights. The long-anticipated fight between Khamzat Chimaev and Gilbert Burns shocked the
arena with what was certainly a contender for fight of the year. Aljamain
Sterling faced Petr Yan in the awaited
rematch and bantamweight title unification fight. Alexander Volkanovski
looked for his 3rd title defense at
featherweight against the legendary
Korean Zombie, Chang Jung Sung.
The first and most exciting fight
of the main events was the 3-round
brawl between surging Chechnyan
fighter, Khamzat Chimaev, and former title challenger and #3 ranked
welterweight, Gilbert “Durinho”
Burns. The fight has been long anticipated, as it saw the return of a fan-favorite fighter in Burns, and the surging destroying force that is Khamzat
Chimaev have his first fight against
a top 3 ranked opponent. Chimaev
jumped the line in rankings after facing and defeating the then #11 ranked
Li Jingliang in a very dominant fashion. He was set to face Burns after
many in the top 10 seemed to be
avoiding Chimaev. Burns took the
challenge of an unknown and highly
dangerous opponent as he himself

looked to find his way to another title
shot in the near future.
The 3-round fight started and
the two were quick to get in the face
of the other, landing shots within
the first minute. Khamzat found a
home with his straight punches and
outstruck Burns while going 100%
on his takedown defense. Chimaev
landed a devastating knockdown in
the first which planted Burns on the
canvas, but through his world champion Jiu-Jitsu expertise, Burns was
able to withstand the vicious ground
game of Chimaev after he instantly
pounced on the downed Burns. After
his inability to finish Burns in the first
round through his ground game, Chimaev opted to keep the fight on the
feet, still threatening here and there
with his wrestling. Burns surged
through the second round, defending
more takedowns, forcing Chimaev to
only land 1 of 3, and out-striking him,
showing a vulnerability in Chimaev
that no opponent has been able to do
before. Chimaev was facing new adversity, which he managed to survive
through in the second round. The
last round was up for grabs by either
fighter. The striking was on par for
both fighters as it seemed that neither could land a takedown, but with
Burns and Chimaev landing 45-44
significant strikes respectively in the
last round, it was a 5-minute slugfest with the fight on the line. Burns
seemed to land a vicious combination

near the end that almost knocked
down Chimaev, but Chimaev was
able to turn his vulnerability into a
takedown attempt. The final bell rang
and the two fighters embraced after
the war they both went through. In a
unanimous decision victory, winning
rounds 1 and 3 on all three judges’
scorecards, Khamzat Chimaev took
the victory and established himself
in the top 3 of the welterweight division, putting himself within striking
distance of a title shot.
After a whole year since Aljamain Sterling took the bantamweight
title from Petr Yan over a DQ victory
due to an illegal knee on a downed
opponent, the two were set to face
each other. With much animosity towards the other, it was expected that
the fight would be a banger. The first
fight saw Sterling exhaust all his energy much too fast and found himself
on the brink of collapse to Yan, who
was landing strikes at will, until Yan
threw an illegal knee at the head of
Sterling while he was downed. Sterling embellished the hell out of the injury and won himself an Oscar along
with the bantamweight title through
his DQ victory. It was now time for
Sterling to prove that the belt was
truly his.
The fight started with Sterling
showing a fast pace reminiscent of
the first fight, likely due to the fact
that Yan is a known slow starter and
the first round is an easy one to win

against him. Sterling landed more
significant strikes than Yan, going 1913 respectively. The fight saw the second round and the two began to pick
up the pace when Sterling landed
his first takedown of the fight, earning himself significant control time
on the ground where he was able to
land most of his strikes in that round.
Yan was unable to quickly get to his
feet in fear of giving up a submission, making the round go to Sterling
based off of control. The third round
went to Petr Yan, who was able to out
strike Sterling even with the control
Sterling was able to put on Yan on
the ground. Without any submission attempts and just one significant strike on the ground by Sterling,
his ground efforts were a waste, and
Yan managed to outdo Sterling on
the feet with ease. Yan unanimously
won the last two rounds across all
scorecards as he snuffed all of Sterling’s takedown attempts and began
to land at will for the last 10 minutes,
as he landed 38 significant strikes to
Sterling’s 20, with 22 of Yan’s strikes
landing to the head. The fight was a
close one depending on the value
control time has over damage, but the
fight saw the distance and was left to
the three judges. The victory of a split
decision went to Aljamain Sterling
in a massive upset. It was clear that
it did not feel that Sterling won, once
again, and the round that swung the
two-judge majority was the first, with

2 going for Sterling and the other for
Yan in that round. This is clearly not
the end for Petr Yan, who is arguably
a top 2-3 striker in the UFC and in
contention for being one of the best
fighters pound-for-pound in the UFC.
The final fight of the night was
a massive one-sided victory for the
incumbent champion Alexander Volkanovski. In a display of utter striking dominance during his 3rd title
defense, Volkanovski was landing at
will on the veteran Chan Sung Jung
in a 4-round beatdown. Throughout
the rounds, Volkanovski was able
to land 50% of his takedown and a
majority of his strikes in any position. It was clear that the only thing
keeping the Korean Zombie in the
fight was his tremendous heart and
determination in what is possibly his
last ever shot at a UFC belt. Through
the four rounds, Volkanovski landed
138 significant strikes to the Zombie’s
48, with 102 of Volkanovski’s strikes
landing to the head. As one who can
only imagine being hit in the head
that many times within 16 minutes,
I bet it does not feel amazing. The
fight was stopped 48 seconds into
the fourth round as the referee Herb
Dean called an end to the fight after
Zombie failed to respond to multiple
shots, looking like a dead man walking. Volkanovski secured his 3rd title
defense without incurring too much

See page 10
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Lawrence University Creative Writing Club Spring Serial Story; Part 1

The Cows Have Eyes
By Esteban Olivares

From the memoirs of Detective
Marlin, Esq.
Uncertainty, a poison more
painful than any vile concoction. As
I reached the summit of of my life,
I sought to view my skyless space;
my time without depth, but as I
gazed past the horizon and under
the valley below, a fog of heavy
miasma clouds my perceptions,
and obscures my memories. Now,
the proof of my being is merely but
a chiaroscuro of deceits and revelations; unable to discern the border
between the two. As I hike down
the cliff with earth beaten hands
and clay scarred feet, I peer into the
valley for the glimpse of a dove or
the laugh of a lark, but all I see is a
shadow crowned in gilded garland,
and her face.
Since then, the potency of the
haze has petrified, and the spread
has reached the apex. My hands
have become withered and my
mind feeble. My perception of the
present is but a glimmer of my
youth. As I slip further away into
my final daze, I recall that event
one final time. Compelled to tell,
but unable to write; I request the
aid of Ms. Affleck guide my pen and
write what’s true and proper, for
my arthritic hands no longer can.
As my mind obfuscates into

disarray, I get drawn back into that
town whose name is lost between
me and the potter’s field, but it is
by this name that I will address the
town, for no name better suits it.
If I were to summarize the town’s
history from fragmented memories
of whispered truths; Potterfield,
was originally founded during the
19th century as an agricultural
hamlet in the Midwest during the
Age of Westward Expansion. After
the Second World War, there was
a migration of veterans and their
families into the area to escape
the destitutions of a world forever
wounded. Battlescarred and weary,
the soldiers turned their community inward, escaping a society that
wished they never existed. Since
then, there have been no memorable events in the town’s history outside of tall tales fabricated
by sugar-addled children and the
manically bored. Outside of these
histories, Potterfield, by all ways
and means, is a town content with
its own mediocrity and banality.
However, that changed when
my station from the city got a call
from Sheriff Dowager. It was said
that, the day before, a man that
went by Henry Elliot was found
dead in the woman’s restroom of a
local diner. He was last seen alive

The Mothman is Hungry
By Mara Logan

six days before during an office
party that took place earlier as
one of the many celebrations commemorating the engagement of the
owner’s daughter Celia Bellarose
and a Mr. G. Martin. During this
celebration, Mr. Elliot barged into
the party carrying a briefcase of
unknown commodities demanding to speak with Mr. Bellarose;
however, due to being a outsider,
merely allowed to stay for business,
alongside the absence of this Mr.
Bellarose he was tossed into the
alley with the utmost contempt.
Typically, it would be alarming that no one noticed a dead
body for four days, but according to eyewitness testimony people
did know that someone was in the
restroom for an extended period of
time. For you see, on the first day,
no one complained because they
didn’t want to cause a fuss about a
person taking too long in the loo as
it was seen as highly disagreeable
behavior to first mention the act of
defecation in polite society and to
abrupt those who were partaking
in God’s work. On the second day,
there were mentions of a fruity
smell that came from the bathroom, and someone went to check
up on the stall, but there was no
response. Wishing to respect the

person’s peace and privacy, no one
acted until the third day. This was
when the stall started to smell of
decay; by then people considered
the smell to be more rude than
any potential dispoliteness that
may occur from complaining, and
so they petitioned town hall van
guarded by Anne Tilney to evict the
transgressor. However, they had to
wait two more days to first propose
to town hall in their weekly meetings, to have the eviction voted on,
and then one more day to enact
the eviction. By then, the body was
completely and utterly rotted.
With some difficulties, the
body was then transported to the
Fausette Funeral Home, founded in
joint collaboration by John Fausette
senior and the Martin family, to be
inspected by Mr. Fausette the mortician and his sister Dr. Fausette
the physician. According to the
sibling’s report, the body suffered
severe eviscerations, yet there was
still lipstick found on the side of
his neck. Alongside this and the
decay of the body, there was also
reports of poison that was discovered within his blood stream. Due
to inability of finding the catalyst,
the cause of death was determined
to be unknown.
At first, no one could make

heads or tales of what could of happened to Mr. Elliot. After a series
of investigations that of which have
escaped my faculties, such as that
with Mrs. Allison Miller and her
fortune telling services, no progress
has been made. Despite learning to
understand the ways of heaven.
That changed when Ms.
Bellarose was spotted at the
gravesite of Mr. Elliot during a
foggy day. When we tried to catch
up to her, she disappeared into the
mist. After checking the gravesite
we found lipstick matching the kiss
mark on Mr. Elliot’s body and a
note that read:
Goodbye my world, goodbye
my love, may we meet again when
the trumpets blow and the fallen
fly, for I truly loved you.
The whereabouts of Ms.
Bellarose is unknown. According
to public records, Mr. Bellarose’s
business was later bought by the
Martin family. If I were to suspect,
this Mr. G. Martin learned about an
affair between Mr. Elliot and Ms.
Bellarose; in anger he killed Mr.
Elliot and took over Mr. Bellarose’s
business. However, due to the family’s position it was reported on the
newspaper that nothing of note had
occurred that week.

Super Auto Pets and the Death of Transrealism
By Jeff Mason
In 1945, war across the
continents was nearing its end.
Fascism had been stifled, or perhaps prolonged. The threat of further conflict loomed large, with
the idea of a new war brewing.
Artists were just coming to grips
with the ugly truths that political conflict had shed on nations
around the world.
Cut to September, 2021. Not
much has changed.
What we see connecting the
dots between these two moments
in history is the need for artists to
express the horrors of time and
history through their work, the
need to explain these atrocities.
Seeing the animalistic behavior
of their fellow man, it is only
fitting that artists like George
Orwell chose to treat the subjects
of his art as such. Thus was born
Orwell’s masterpiece novella,
“Animal Farm,” a work that commented on the nature of mankind,
the political structures of our society and the decay of our humanity
through greed and corruption.
Orwell’s book was published
in 1945. 76 years later, its successor is born.
“Super Auto Pets” brings to
mobile games a craft of allegory
and satire not seen in the genre
since the likes of “Clash Royale.” It
sprouts from the roots of Orwell’s
dystopian outlook to deliver a delicate mixture of truth, philosophy,
political theory and microtransactions. It’s no surprise that Team
Wood Games, the artists behind
this tour de force, decided to base
their mobile game off a work so
renowned for its ability to journey
into the absurd and prevail with

a mirror of society. It is obvious
from even a few playthroughs of
this game that Team Wood Games
is familiar with the historical context of “Animal Farm” and chose
to base their game off of this work
to comment on the genre of transrealism as a whole.
There are two defining elements to this game, as there are
with any work of transrealism.
There is the real, and the poignant
absurd. In “Super Auto Pets,”
these elements are the capitalistic
struggle of man, and the turning
of man into animal, respectively.
The goal of this game is to build a
team of animals and to fight your
team against another player’s
team, with the outcome of win,
lose or draw, before the player
is sent back to the shop to purchase more items for their squad.
But this description plants “Super
Auto Pets” firmly in the realm
of transrealism, when in reality,
“Super Auto Pets” has ended the
movement as we know it.
Take, for instance, the fact
that when you sell a pig in “Super
Auto Pets,” instead of the usual
one gold you receive from selling
a pet, you receive two total gold.
An upgraded pig, fattened on the
blood of its fellow pigs, sells for
three. A top-level pig sells for a
whopping four gold. Team Wood
Games does not hold its punches
when showing how the becoming
of a “pig” is, in fact, the selling
of one's soul, netting no positive
gain for the individual pig, just a
commodity of a gold coin for the
player.
In fact, by placing the player
as the authoritarian force behind

the game, “Super Auto Pets”
reaches its pinnacle of genius.
We as the player are never made
to fight. We cannot click, tap or
swipe during combat, only during the buying and selling phases
of the game. We think ourselves
players, heroes, but come to realize we are nothing but warmongers. We are the ones who hold
the gold, and with money, we can
buy anything we wish. We can buy
other lives. But it is never enough.
We must not only purchase, not
only upgrade, but we must send
our pets to fight, fattening them
before they risk their lives for us.
And once they are in combat, we
cannot touch them. We can only
pause the game. The winner is not
the player who earns 10 trophies
— they are just as quickly encouraged to play again, to do even better. The true winner is the player
who breaks the system and pauses
the fight.
I assert that no one will
bridge the absurd and the real
so well as “Super Auto Pets.”
Transrealism is no more. All we
can do is acknowledge its death,
like when you’re playing “Super
Auto Pets” and you come across
a team running a fly and a turkey.
For this and other articles
on transrealism in mobile games,
please consider buying my book,
Transrealism and the App Store:
The Rejection of Reality, or purchase a subscription to my podcast, “The Existential Tap with
Phillip K. Dick and a Seven-YearOld who Stole my Smartphone.”
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Macaroni noodles swim- I wiggled my finger right
into the top of the cake
ming in tomato juice
By Mads Layton

By Mads Layton

Straight from the can

It didn’t matter that it was my estranged cousin’s wedding,

in large enough vats to feed a family reunion-sized crowd,

Probably the best night of her life,

Ours

Or that the cake was decorated to a perfection only

Fried potato disks, heavy on the salt
and dipped in ketchup at midnight,

reserved
for the likes of others
Or, that the strawberry garnish tumbled to the ground when I

Ultra-buttery English muffins, their crags

bumped it with my thumb on the way in.

dark and crispy

I scraped my fingernail through the top layer of

taken out of the toaster set by set

frosting, dermal layer,

until the whole room nurses one.

and scooped my way through the interior sponge.

Tall, cold, glasses of whole milk before
and after and in-between yard work
An open-mouthed nap for dessert
Apples and oranges and apricots
Sunwarmed

Chocolate.
The aunts almost fainted as I licked it off my knuckles, myself
blissfully rolling in the concession of why shouldn’t I

Answers to last week’s crossword:

Straight from their respective trees
Delivered seasonally in Fry’s plastic grocery bags.
**
A family reunion-sized family. He adds
pepper to his tomatoey bowl.
The tradition floats conversations.
Each time we ask, he deposits
hot fried potatoes to the counter alongside
Stories, the rompings of brothers.
Until the whole room nurses one, or more,
He burns his fingers on English muffins straight from the toaster
A craggy snack while the rest of dinner cooks.
An open-mouthed nap on the couch means
He has mowed, weeded, built, served,
Downed whole milk in glasses not too cold
for sensitive teeth. Fry’s plastic bags
filled with seasonal fruit from his backyard.
Apples and oranges and apricots

Edgar & Poe

By Isabella Thompson
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Nathan Wall

Midterm Primary preview

News Co-Editor
________________________________
It’s midterm season again, and progressive candidates are gunning for seats all over
the country, running for seats from mayor to
Congress. After Representative Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez (AOC) (D-NY) defeated
Representative Joe Crowley (D-NY) on June
26, 2018, progressives have been emboldened
in elections all over, knocking off incumbents
and capturing open seats. Representatives
Ilhan Omar (D-MN), Rashida Tlaib (D-MI)
and Ayanna Pressley (D-MA) went on to win
primaries that summer, forming “The Squad.”
From the Green New Deal to Palestinian rights
to seriously reviewing our enormous Pentagon
budget, they have brought important political
issues to the forefront.
On June 23 and Aug. 4, 2020, respectively, Representative Jamaal Bowman (D-NY)
unseated the Foreign Affairs Committee
Chair, Representative Eliot Engel (D-NY), and
Representative Cori Bush (D-MO) narrowly
defeated Representative Lacy Clay (D-MO).
Representatives Bowman and Bush have gone
on to join The Squad. Candidates backed
by organizations including the Democratic
Socialists of America (DSA), Our Revolution
(OR) and Sunrise Movement hubs have defeated state legislators from both major parties
in Pennsylvania, Minnesota, New York, and
Rhode Island, among other states. As election
season rolls around, progressive incumbents
are defending their seats, and rising progressive candidates are challenging incumbents and
open seats. Here are some of these elections:
On March 1, in Texas’s 35th Congressional
District, Austin City Council Member Gregorio
Casar, a progressive who was formerly a member of DSA until coming into conflict with the
organization over his position on Israel, became
the Democratic nominee with around 60% of
the vote. That same night, progressive can-

didate Jessica Cisneros forced her opponent,
Representative Henry Cuellar (D-TX), into a
runoff in the 28th District. Cuellar is one of the
most conservative House Democrats, opposing Roe v. Wade, supporting many of former
President Trump’s immigration policies, voting
against legal cannabis and endorsing former
President George W. Bush in 2000. This runoff
will happen on May 24, the same day progressive candidate Michelle Vallejo will run in a
primary to fill a competitive Rio Grande Valley
seat, and progressive candidate Claudia Zapata
will compete for the right to face Representative
Chip Roy (R-TX) in November.
Due to redistricting, March and April will
be fairly quiet on the election front, but on May
3, primary season will kick back into gear in
Ohio. Progressive Morgan Harper will challenge Congressman Tim Ryan (D-OH) for the
nomination to succeed Senator Rob Portman
(R-OH), who is retiring. Also, former Bernie
Sanders staffer Nina Turner is running for
a rematch against freshman Representative
Shontel Brown (D-OH), who defeated Turner
in August 2021 and is aligned with groups like
the American Israel Public Affairs Committee
(AIPAC) and the centrist New Democrats
Caucus.
May 17 will be a big day for progressive candidates. Oregon, North Carolina,
Pennsylvania, and Kentucky will all be voting,
and each state has a high-stakes primary to look
forward to. In Kentucky’s 3rd Congressional
District, based in Louisville, progressive State
Representative Attica Scott (D-41) is running
against Morgan McGarvey (D-19), Minority
Leader of the Kentucky Senate, who works at
a union-busting law firm. They are running to
succeed outgoing Representative John Yarmuth
(D-KY). In Oregon’s 5th Congressional District,
Representative Kurt Schrader (D-OR), a con-

servative Democrat who’s been condemned
by county parties in his district for fighting
against lowering drug prices as part of the
Build Back Better Act, is being challenged by
Jamie McLeod-Skinner, who is openly gay and
challenged Congressman Greg Walden (R-OR)
in 2018. McLeod-Skinner has criticized her
opponent for obstructing Build Back Better. The
retirement of Representative Peter DeFazio,
Chair of the Transportation Committee, in the
neighboring 4th Congressional District has set
up an interesting primary between former State
Labor Commissioner Val Hoyle and climate
activist Doyle Canning.
In North Carolina, Durham County
Commissioner Nida Allam, a daughter of
Pakistani immigrants who got into politics after
three of her dear friends were murdered in a
hate crime, is running on a progressive platform for North Carolina’s 4th Congressional
District. She faces State Senator Valerie
Foushee (D-23) as well as American Idol star
Clay Aiken. Allam would be the third Muslim
woman and fifth Muslim ever elected to
Congress. In Pennsylvania, in the shadow of the
Senate primary between Lieutenant Governor
John Fetterman (D-PA) and Congressman
Conor Lamb (D-PA), there are Congressional
primaries in Pittsburgh and Philadelphia. In the
12th Congressional District, Pittsburgh, DSA
member and State Representative Summer Lee
(D-34) is running for Congress against local
businessman Steve Irwin. Lee defeated State
Representative Paul Costa (D-34), a member
of the powerful Costa family, in 2018. Irwin
is endorsed by the outgoing Representative
Mike Doyle (D-PA), while Lee was endorsed
by progressive Mayor of Pittsburgh Ed Gainey,
who defeated a more moderate incumbent
last year. In Philadelphia’s 3rd Congressional
District, Alexandra Hunt, who gained attention

after going public about her past as a stripper,
is challenging Representative Dwight Evans
(D-PA).
Down the ballot, there are also progressives and DSA members running for office and
challenging incumbents. In Pennsylvania’s
8th State Senate District, Philadelphia DSAendorsed public school teacher Paul Prescod
is challenging State Senator Anthony Williams
(D-8). Progressive State Representatives Rick
Krajewski (D-188), Elizabeth Fiedler (D-184),
Jessica Benham (D-36) and Lee, who is allowed
to run for reelection to the State House as
well as Congress, are being challenged from
the right. North Carolina State Senator Julie
Mayfield (D-49) faces a primary challenge
from Asheville DSA-endorsed Taylon Breeden.
In Louisville, Robert LeVertis Bell is running
against State Representative Pamela Stevenson
(D-43) with the backing of Louisville DSA. Even
further down the ballot, Asheville DSA has
fielded Kim Roney for mayor, and Louisville
DSA is running Tyler Lamon for Metro Council.
In Milwaukee, DSA members Ryan Clancy
(an incumbent) and Juan Miguel Martinez
were elected to seats on the County Board of
Supervisors, joining many elected officials all
over the United States who are members of
the DSA or local DSA chapters. Clancy and
Martinez have pledged to form a socialist caucus on the County Board.
In an election season where Republicans
are predicted to flip seats in both houses, if
not regain control of them, and after the loss
of Bernie Sanders to Joe Biden in the 2020
Democratic Primary, many might think progressives are discouraged and demoralized.
That isn’t necessarily the case. Progressives will
be a force to be reckoned with in the midterms,
and Democratic politicians all over the country
are being put on watch.
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Luther Abel

Lawrence’s Longships:
McKenna Conlin’s Spooky Subaru

Columnist
________________________________

The cars that are ours. While I know that
private property rankles for some among us,
there are few consumer goods in the modern
American’s life more costly, personal, and dear
than our mode(s) of transportation. Today and
in the weeks to come, I’ll be profiling vehicles
and their owners you may see around campus.
The profiles will span reviews of the transports
themselves, their histories and peculiarities as
divulged by the associated owner, and advice
these Lawrentians have for those interested in
an automobile. Thank you for reading.
Senior McKenna Conlin is the owner and
interior decorator of a golden 2009 Subaru
Outback, a vehicle produced just as the financial sector collapsed worldwide and American
automotive giants were revealed to be without
clothes. While Detroit motor companies were
bailing out their financial malfeasance with the
taxpayer’s dollar, Subaru of Ota, Japan was
well-situated to increase its American market share size—origins shocking to some, as
“Subies” appear to spontaneously burst forth
from the lower mountains of Colorado and proliferate into the Pacific-Northwest from there.
In her own words, Conlin bought the car,
“Out of necessity. It was the beginning of
the COVID times, and my other car was lost in
a horrible accident. When we were told to move
off-campus, I realized all of a sudden, Wow;
this is the worst time to not have a car. So I
needed one urgently, and the people I was living with, we together scraped up enough money
to buy the car.
It’s a Subaru. I love Subarus. I have a little
bit of a bias because my parents had one when
we were young and it lasted forever and ever.
I’m hoping this one will last that long but it’s
not looking too great.”

Subaru, a relatively niche brand, is most
known for an ostensibly superior ability to
drive in snow with its universal adoption of
All-Wheel Drive (AWD) in its vehicles. The
manufacturer developed a cult following among
tuners and college students, evidenced by the
many modded hatchbacks farting around today
and a cursory glance of undergrad parking
lots—and for good reason. Subarus are robust,
earthy vehicles that stand apart from the other
two Japanese manufacturers, Honda and
Toyota, who are the gold standard for reliability
but tend to make simpler, more staid vehicles
e.g., the 2007 Toyota Camry and 2010 Honda
Accord.
The first thing an observer might notice
about Conlin’s Outback is its sleek length. A
station wagon with a raised stance belying its
offroad pedigree, the Outback is as attractive
as the wood-paneled PT Cruiser was repulsive.
Perhaps it’s most similar to a zoo’s pregnant
lion—svelte, high-capacity, with a touch of the
savannah still lingering about its domesticated
form. The brilliance and commercial success of
the design has been so successful that even the
most recent Subaru Outbacks vary only slightly
from the 2009 model.
While the Outback has a great deal going
in its favor, walking around the outside reveals
some of its designs drawbacks, the worst of
which is that your belongings are visible to the
world through all windows. Whereas a traditional car has a trunk—a vertically swinging
slab of metal that protects your stuff from the
elements and wayward eyes—the Outback is
essentially a shorter SUV and all the storage is
behind the passenger seats. In fairness, the utility of the design is undeniable. Skis, dogs, and
the odd chicken can all cohabit the back com-

fortably, but the trade-off is the world knowing
what you own and having ready access to it.
As head of security, Conlin has appointed
the ghoulish “Glorf”. A Goodwill find, Glorf “is a
gargoyle…he probably haunts my car…he seems
friendly,” shared Conlin brandishing a small
statue of a Gotham-esque pig demon. When
asked about whether widespread adoption of
Glorfs would be a benefit, Conlin mused that
“Yes. I think so. Especially because he fits into
the cupholders. I like to think that if I ever got
pulled over for driving in the carpool lane that
I would say, Officer, no. Here is Glorf.” The
officer would then be rendered mute by Glorf’s
baleful gaze, one can only assume.
Some boomers might complain that things
were built to last back in the day, and in this
grumbling, they continue a strong tradition of
being more wrong than right. While servicing
one’s vehicle has trended toward complication
with the many features and luxuries we enjoy in
our modern conveyances, the reliability of even
the worst cars has improved tremendously.
100k miles on the odometer used to be an
accomplishment and signal the end of a car’s
useful life; now, it is but a mnemonic to get the
oil and transmission fluid swapped.
That said, repairs do come up. Conlin
divulged,
“Well, just three weeks ago I was driving
to the mall in the snow and I was trying to take
a left, and when I was idling in the intersection,
it died. So, I had it towed to a local auto shop,
and the mechanic said, So, did you know that
everything is wrong with your car? And mostly,
they did a lot of maintenance that I had been
putting off for way too long, but they also completely redid the radiator—which is the biggest
piece of maintenance that I’ve had to have done

on this car.”
But is it worth it? With inflation and high
demand relative to supply creating adverse
purchasing conditions, novice buyers are valid
in their trepidation. For Conlin, the answer
is yes, for a multitude of reasons that may or
may not reflect your reality. First, a car for her
is freedom of movement. Whether it be some
emergency that arises, or the need to clear her
head, Conlin appreciates the mobile retreat her
car offers.
Furthermore, the Outback allows her to
move her entire life with her wherever she goes.
The cavernous space mentioned earlier means
she can pull up her stakes and shove off to her
next destination without a third party. Finally,
a car lets her road trip, and road trip she does,
back and forth from California to Florida and
up to Wisconsin for school.
She recalled the emptiness of Montana,
and “Driving for hours and hours, and it’s
beautiful, but you haven’t seen another person
or even a gas station in two hours. And all of a
sudden, you come across this stretch of highway
that has metal bars built into the road such that
if you drive over them at exactly sixty miles per
hour, it plays a little musical tune…I love that
stuff so much.”
So while her car’s visors may be a bit
floppy and the reliability fading, the Subaru
Outback fits McKenna. Seeing this relationship
firsthand reminded me that our cars are extensions of ourselves for so many of us—peculiar,
semi-irrational and absurd, but wonderful for
those reasons. Suffice to say, with Glorf on the
job, Conlin and her Outback have many more
beautiful miles to enjoy together.

Conlin’s Subaru Outback.
Photos by Luther Abel.
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The Book
Club
Mikayla Henry
Columnist

_____________________________

While April is known primarily for spring showers and religious
holidays, such as Easter or Passover,
there are many other unique celebrations recognized during the month.
For example, April is not only known
as being National Pecan Month, but
it is also National Garden Month,
National Humor Month and, most
importantly, National Soft Pretzel
Month. However, while I’m certainly
marking my calendar to keep these
monthly observances in mind, the
one I actually want to talk about in
this issue is National Poetry Month.
While I personally don’t plan on
writing novels for a living, I can
appreciate the precision and ingenuity that poets put into their creations
and would love to write my own collection someday. But for now, I’m
content with simply reading various
poetry collections and sharing some
of my favorites with you all in this
issue.
Whenever I discuss poetry, I
absolutely must mention Sappho.
Her fragments were some of the first
poems I ever felt a strong connection
to, and she inspired some of my own
poems for a time. The majority of her
fragments center around nature, the
beauty of youth, Greek myths, and,
of course, the love she holds dearly
for women. And, true to their name,
most of what the current world has
on Sappho are nothing more than
short phrases and lines that were
salvaged. If you want a taste-tester to
the world of poetry, love Greek myths
or want to read the works of the
person who helped us coin the term
“Sapphic works,” then look no further. I personally read the collection
“Sappho,” edited by Mary Barnard,
though I know that Anne Carson’s
collection, “If Not, Winter” is rather
popular as well.
One of my other favorite poetry
collections is “Oceanic” by Aimee
Nezhukumatathil. In the collection,
Nezhukumatahil ties together sharp
images of nature with the common-

alities of everyday life and compares
things such as the intimacy of the
bedroom to sea stars tumbling on the
ocean floor. The collection is vast and
unpredictable, as she brings to life
C-sections and Niagara Falls and discusses topics such as chess and summer stargazing. “Oceanic” is short,
but vibrantly full of life – another
perfect collection to start someone’s
poetic journey.
Lastly, I want to mention a collection that I personally haven’t finished yet but still felt the utmost
need to discuss. While Sappho may
have sparked my poetic journey, I
have long since lost it. I have wanted
to bring back my passion for writing
poetry, but for those that are familiar with the “Lawrence Busy,” you
know sometimes hobbies get pushed
aside as homework becomes priority.
However, after attending a poetry
reading led by some of my classmates and our very own Assistant
Professor of English Charles Austin
Segrest, I felt that spark start to
flicker again. Segrest’s book, “Door to
Remain” – at least what I’ve read so
far – tackles the trials of youth as we
develop and strain the relationship
we have with our parents, as well as
the other obstacles life throws our
way as we get older. Death is a waiter
and mom’s gum is black – Segrest
paints life in all its wonder and harsh
realities, telling a story that’s oh-sofamiliar yet foreign all at once. He’s
a Lawrence University poet, so of
course it’s top-notch – or maybe I’m
just trying to get a gold star before I
take Advanced Poetry with him. Who
knows? You’ll have to read “Door to
Remain” to find out.
If you do decide to read any of
these collections, or maybe a different poetry collection that I failed to
mention here, I sincerely hope that
it sparks something within you like
it did for me. Or at the very least,
I hope it calls to you, pulls at your
core and makes you feel something
you had forgotten or never fathomed
feeling. Because that, dear readers,
is what makes poetry so beautifully
powerful to experience.
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Guest recital: Arpeggione
Duo: Iberia and the New
World

Helen Panshin
Staff Writer

_____________________________

The Arpeggione Duo, consisting of cellist Thomas Schönberg of
Sweden and guitarist Chris Kachian
of Wisconsin, performed a program
titled “Iberia and the New World”
in Harper Hall on Sunday, April 10.
Their selection of works represented a
variety of Latin and Iberian countries
and ranged in period from the 19th
century to the contemporary, transporting the audience on a musical
journey through time and space.
The duo arranged the majority of
the pieces for cello and guitar themselves, creating new interpretations of
often well-known pieces within their
nations of origin, and blurring the
lines between classical and folkloric
styles. As Kachian put it, “Virtually
everything you’re hearing in this concert has never been done this way
before.”
In addition to a recital, the
musicians chose to use their performance as an educational opportunity.
Kachian’s sense of humor and contagious enthusiasm made his informative introductions to each set of
pieces enjoyable to listen to as well as
contextually helpful.
Beginning in Spain, Schönberg
and Kachian performed a set of classical works, including two flamenco
dances by Joaquin Turina, which featured the characteristic flair and vigor
of the genre, as well as almost conversational exchanges between the cello
and guitar parts.
They also included “Capricho
Arabe” by Francisco Tarrega, a piece
originally written for solo guitar,
which evoked for me the feeling of
walking along a street at night with
friends, lit only by streetlights. The
duo’s arrangement kept the original
guitar part, opening with a sparse and
mysterious melody before falling into
a steadier rhythm. The added cello
part in this arrangement contributed
to the piece’s sense of peaceful companionship by emphasizing down-

beats in some places and running parallel to the guitar’s melody in others.
Next, they performed “La Vita
Breve” by Manuel De Falla, which
showcased a fiery cello melody and
was infused with energy throughout
-- the musicians’ strumming and bowing hands flew into the air as the piece
ended.
My personal favorite from
their Spanish pieces was a turbulent
work by Enrique Granados called
“Intermedio.” After a brief and intense
introduction, the piece moved to a
melancholic, cantabile cello melody
against a meditative guitar part, transitioned to a zealous section in which
the guitar rumbled with energy, then
finished by returning to its earlier,
placid character.
From Spain, the duo took us to
Portugal, where we heard works by
Carlos Paredes, a 20th century composer who wrote in the fado genre,
which Kachian informed us is “the
national style” of Portugal, comparable in importance to flamenco in
Spain, and which he characterized as
“a deeply sentimental kind of music.”
The first of these pieces featured
a sorrowful melody which was traded
between the cello and guitar throughout, while the second started off much
more lively until the cello took on a
wistful quality.
Next came the music of
Venezuelan composers Billo Frometa
and Antonio Lauro. The three pieces by Frometa were all love songs,

maintained the theme of sentimental
love songs with Heitor Villa-Lobos's
“Modinha,” which maintained a
steady and tranquil guitar rhythm
that Kachian described as “protoBossa." Their next piece, “Bachianas
Brasileiras,” incorporated stylistic elements of both Brazilian music and
that of J.S. Bach and possesses the
fascinating fact of having been originally written for soprano accompanied by eight cellos! In “Cisne Negro,”
or “Black Swan,” the instruments collaboratively created a scene in which
the cello portrayed the swan while the
guitar created a watery texture.
Schönberg and Kachian concluded their program with a suite of
pieces by contemporary Argentinian
composer Maximo Diego Pujol. The
five sections, written about the composer’s homeland, included among
them a nostalgic Prelude, a syncopated Tango and a percussive and
dissonant Milonga.
Throughout their performance,
the duo was completely immersed in
the music, their faces mirroring the
moods of the pieces with raised or
furrowed brows at especially surprising or dramatic moments. Their passion and joy to be sharing music with
each other and with the audience was
clear. Roaring applause brought the
duo back for an encore, for which they
obliged the audience request of the
theme to “Black Orpheus,” a Bossa
Nova piece by Luiz Bonfá of Brazil.
Schönberg and Kachian show-

the first two of which were in the
Rumba genre, a dance style popular in Venezuela during the mid-20th
century but which is originally AfroCuban. The third was Bossa Novan,
a rhythmic dance style that emerged
in Brazil in the mid-20th century and
quickly spread across South America
and the globe. These pieces ranged in
mood and style from jazzy to playful
to more laid back. Lauro is known
for his waltzes, of which the duo performed a lighthearted and romantic
set of three.
Moving on to Brazil, the duo

cased folk-inspired pieces varying in
style and time period from classical to
contemporary. By placing older and
more recent compositions from multiple Latin and Iberian countries alongside each other in the program and
providing the necessary information
to identify the origins and key characteristics of different musical styles,
the Arpeggione Duo succeeded in
highlighting similarities across genres
and making even the lesser-known
pieces they performed accessible to
their audience.

Christopher Kachian, guitar and Thomas Schönberg, cello perform a variety of works from Spain, Portugal, Venezuela, Brazil, and Argentina.
Photo by Alana Melvin.
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Comic Character Spotlight:
Doctor Strange
Kat Girod
Columnist

_____________________________

Welcome to this week’s Comic
Character Spotlight! In light of the
upcoming release of “Doctor Strange
in the Multiverse of Madness” (2022)
in a little under a month, we’ll be
shifting the focus from DC Comics as
we turn to Marvel Comics to highlight
Doctor Strange.
Doctor Stephen Strange was created by Steve Ditko with Stan Lee
and first made an appearance in July
1963’s “The Strange Tales” - a Marvel
Comics anthology series that focused
more on horror and the supernatural. As the Sorcerer Supreme, Doctor
Strange is the one responsible for
defending Earth against mystical
beings that pose a threat. Despite his
debut occurring in the 110th issue of
the series in July, Doctor Strange’s
origin story was detailed months
later in the 115th issue, released in
December 1963.
What is Doctor Strange’s origin
story? Ironically, before he became
the Sorcerer Supreme, Doctor Strange
was a real doctor with a talent for surgical precision. Born in Philadelphia
and raised in New York City, Stephen
Strange obtained his doctorate from
the medical school at Columbia
University. Despite his notable intelligence, Stephen Strange was arrogant,
as his success fueled his ego. He was
also greedy, as he selectively cared
for patients based on their ability to
afford his pricey hospital bills.
However, upon getting into a
car crash, Stephen’s hands became
severely damaged, and he lost the ability to carry out his routine surgeries.
Desperate for a chance to be healed,
he scoured the Earth for a chance at
recovery. Finally, after hearing about
a being with immense power, Stephen
found the "Ancient One", known as
Earth’s Sorcerer Supreme.
Initially, the Ancient One was

displeased with Stephen and denied
his request for help as a result of
his overt egotistical nature. Although
he sensed a kindness hidden underneath a harsh exterior, Stephen’s arrogance prevented him from agreeing to
become a disciple for the Ancient One
to learn about magic.
One day, however, Stephen
finally displayed selflessness, as he
discovered one of the Ancient One’s
disciples - Baron Mordo - conspiring
to kill his master in order to seize
his power as his own. An altercation
with Mordo left Stephen blinded and
enabled him to display the selfless act
of giving up control and becoming the
Ancient One’s disciple in order to aid
the Sorcerer Supreme.
The Ancient One, relieved to see
more to Stephen than his egotistical
side, accepted Stephen as his disciple.
Afterwards, the Ancient One thoroughly trained Stephen in the mystic
arts. Stephen encountered many foes
as a disciple of the Ancient One, such
as Nightmare and Dormammu from
the Dark Dimension, who intended to
conquer the earth. Finally, after proper training, Doctor Strange returned
to his home in New York City and
occupied the Sanctum Sanctorum
with Wong, his assistant and sidekick.
As Doctor Strange, he possesses a variety of mystical objects that
aid in helping him to carry out his
duties, such as the Cloak of Levitation
that enables flight and the Eye of
Agamotto, which is an amulet worn
by Strange to nullify evil magic such
as illusions and disguises.
In the Comic Book series “Marvel
Premiere” (1972), Strange assumes
the title of Sorcerer Supreme following the death of his mentor,
the Ancient One. Although Strange
is often identified with the title of
Sorcerer Supreme thereafter, he did
temporarily lose the title in the 48th

See page 10

Levi Homman

Movies, Movies,
Movies

Staff Writer

_____________________________

“Ambulance,” 2022, directed by
Michael Bay — 3/5 stars
Michael Bay is nothing if not stylistically consistent. It would be dishonest to say Bay movies are “good,”
but he has managed to consistently
entertain audiences, both domestically and internationally, for well over
two decades. After kicking his blockbuster career off with “The Rock” in
1996, and later helming five separate
“Transformers” movies, Bay has fallen into a strange mid-life crisis stage
of his career. The hugely influential
franchises he was once known for, the
aforementioned “Transformers” films
and the macho cop “Bad Boys” films
that left a sizable dent on the late ’90s
and early 2000s, have largely fallen
out of favor with the general public,
becoming synonymous with excessive, pointless pyrotechnics and thinly strung plots. This reputation that
Bay’s filmmaking has accumulated
is not unearned; he has always prioritized spectacle and aesthetics over
nuance and finesse. Now, in 2022, we
arrive at “Ambulance,” a new breed of
Bay film that aims not for the international box office charts but for a very
specific brand of moviegoer, one who
cares exclusively about explosive car
stunts and intense gunfights, even at
the cost of narrative cohesion and a
competent script. “Ambulance” isn’t
necessarily memorable, but it’s a perfectly acceptable way to kill two hours
and have a great time doing it.
The film stars Yahya AbdulMateen II as Will Sharp, a military
veteran desperate for money to fund
an experimental, potentially life-saving surgery for his wife. Opposite

Abdul-Mateen is Jake Gyllenhaal as
Danny Sharp, Will’s adoptive brother
and professional bank robber who
offers Will a job to assist him with
a major robbery happening the very
same day. After some convincing,
Will agrees, and when things go
south, the two are forced to hijack an
ambulance, holding the headstrong
EMT (Eiza Gonzalez) and wounded
police officer (Jackson White) inside
hostage. The movie gets straight to
the point, and the vast majority of its
two hours are dedicated to the ambulance chase across Los Angeles.
A major selling point for the film
was Bay’s use of First-Person View
(FPV) drones. Professional drone racers were recruited to capture impossibly fast and acrobatic camera angles,
zooming through structures, twisting
and turning high above the action.
While the use of this drone footage is
striking when it does appear, many of
the shots are frustratingly cut short,
and much of the film’s more confined
action sequences are held back by
disorienting and choppy editing and
an overdose on shaky handheld cinematography. It often feels as though
the innovative idea to use FPV drones
is better suited in the hands of a more
competent director; it’s easy to see
how well filmmakers like Justin Lin
or Christopher Nolan could utilize
the technology for impactful, thrilling
action sequences, but instead Bay’s
juvenile sensibilities and short attention span hold him back from using it
to its full potential.
The film’s script is almost incoherent despite its comedically simple
premise, making for some unintentionally hilarious moments that don’t
detract from the experience if viewers can roll with the punches. Some
of the character work is blatantly

unsubtle, and the audience is more
often told, not shown, about the characters’ traits and motivations. The
humor throughout is often dated and
tonally muddled, so much so that it
wraps back around to being funny
again. Abdul-Mateen, Gyllenhaal and
Gonzalez are all talented actors, but
their lines are so difficult to deliver
realistically that even the dramatic
moments come off as silly. Gyllenhaal
especially is made out to be a complete buffoon, despite an impressive
track record.
Knowing his audience was
more limited this time around, Bay
also made the controversial choice
to make “Ambulance” excessively
gruesome and violent. This isn’t the
sanitized robot fighting that’s been
seen in “Transformers,” or even the
over-the-top R-rated battles in the
likes of “Kingsman” and “John Wick,”
but rather a more realistic brutality that almost feels out of place in
Ambulance's bombastic and surreal
world. In one scene in particular, a
man’s lower body is run over with
a large truck, and upon seeing his
mangled legs, he casually asks “Hey,
what’d you do to my legs?” The
bizarre humor somehow balances out
the disturbingly real-feeling violence,
and together these two elements help
keep the story engaging and exciting,
even when the combination is especially strange.
For all of its flaws, “Ambulance”
makes for an exceptionally fun experience through its sheer confidence
and audacity of its execution. Michael
Bay’s style is boyish and flashy and
sometimes outright garish, but somehow always manages to be fun, even
if it’s breaking every rule in the book.
“Ambulance” is in theaters right now.

“Pop the Bubble” Park Edition II

David Pickar
Staff Writer

_____________________________

In my last article, I wrote a soliloquy of City Park, and of the owls
hoo have received much notoriety in
recent weeks. This week I ran across
the Fox River via the College Ave
bridge to visit Telulah Park, home
to a much larger 27-acre complex
with soccer and baseball fields, a train
engine, a disc golf course, a short hilly
hiking/mountain biking trail, 3 sheltered picnic areas, a skate park and, of
course, a playground.
Upon first glance, this park
seems like a weird mix of grass fields,
foreboding old trees, and human constructions, but after walking around
for a while, it truly does start to feel
welcoming in spite of its flat grandeur.
Starting from the southwest side of
the Newberry Trail, one encounters
the start of the disc golf course, where
the gracefulness of human motion is
on full display in the ballet-style closerange putt shots. The golfer leans
forward, arm extended at the end of
the shot, while the opposite leg counterbalances, happening at the speed

and gracefulness of a ballet dancer,
center of gravity still intact, poise and
strength evident throughout the body.
To see the silence and excitement that
disc golf brings to people in solitude
or in groups is remarkable, but that
remains only one of many ways to
enjoy this park.

To view a complete list
of Appleton parks, scan
the QR code:

Those who value history can
read the plaque over by the old train
engine car “Number 736” and read
of the statistics that cite its working
life as traveling almost three million
miles! Those who love playgrounds

should probably stick to City Park,
which has more platforms and bigger
swings. For those who love playing
sports without having to compete with
Whiting Field’s practice schedule conflicts, this park offers you the space to
be informal and fun.
Like in other parks, I’m often
perplexed by why I'm drawn to the
park for the nature, space or facilities
it offers, but the reason I stay and
enjoy the space is through my interactions with fellow humans. Maybe
I’m just too much of an extrovert,
but this has happened too frequently
for me to consider this uncoincidental. While at City Park, I ran into
professors, extended family and even
photographers who became friends.
While at Telulah Park, I ran into a
family friend I hadn’t seen in three
years, and I’ll likely find one of my oncampus skateboarding friends hitting
up the skate park to ride the ramps.
Even while I worked at Grand Teton
National Park this summer, I found
myself remembering more of the stories of meeting my fellow hikers and
climbers along their journey than of

describing sunsets and the views from
the mountaintop. It seems ironic that
I seek to avoid people by going to a
park, but then end up having a good
time by interacting with like-minded
people at the park or have the unfortunately common experience of having people disturb your experience of
the park by littering, being unnecessarily loud or profane, or mistreating
fellow wildlife or vegetation.

Since I suppose you want to
enjoy the park (with or without direct
interaction with others), go and safely
enjoy the beauty of these spaces, and
do the responsible thing and pick after
yourself and others as you seek to be
a good steward of these public spaces
we all enjoy. Take only pictures, leave
only footprints, and don’t be afraid to
say “hi” to some fellow travelers you
meet along the way.

Railroad tracks by one entrance of Telulah Park.
Photo by Alana Melvin.
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Appleton Pro-Life Students has no purpose
Miri Villerius

Staff Writer
_________________________
Maybe the biggest point of drama
in the Lawrence community this year
has been the existence of the student
group Appleton Pro-Life Students
(APLS; formerly Lawrence University
Pro-Life Students). On their Facebook
page started in February, APLS
describes their goals thusly: "Through
a broad education and inclusive discussion about abortion and other
Pro-Life topics, we aim to promote
the belief that life begins at conception and that the human rights of all,
regardless of one’s stage of life, should
be protected." APLS approached the
Steering Committee back in October,
but was denied due to the fact that
it lacked a sustainable purpose, discriminates against those with uteruses
and had not made adequate progress
on discussions or adequate advertisement for their discussions.
Since this denial, LUCC and
APLS have had communications and
meetings regarding the reasoning
behind the denial, but APLS' trial
period has gone ahead regardless.
Ultimately, LUCC approved the club
for a trial period. The purpose of
this article is to call into question
the validity of potentially recognizing
APLS in spite of those original reasons
for denial as well as introduce new
issues with the club's conduct.
On Apr. 9, I attended their most
recent event: a dialogue titled "Lets
[sic] Talk Reproductive Choices" . The
first issue here is quite straightforward. The policy in section 2.03cof
our student handbook explains rules
pertaining to expectations of student
organizations on their trial period (as
APLS currently is). The section states
"Any publicity sponsored by the appli-

cant organization must clearly state
that the organization is on a trial
period." In their post advertising the
event, APLS does not mention this
at all.
Another policy (4.01)states that
"A Lawrence University organization
may advocate publicly a position on
a public issue, provided such organization clearly identifies itself, and
provided such an organization in any
public statement makes it clear that
it does not represent or speak for
the university or LUCC." As already
demonstrated in their mission statement, this group clearly advocates a
position, but this was only made clear
through the club's name and no statement was added regarding the club's
un-affiliation with the university or
LUCC. Furthermore, in the comments
of the dialogue advertisement, the
APLS member who posted suggested
the following in response to student
Nick Mayerson's reservations with the
event: "I'd like to refer you to LUCC
or the Dean of Students for additional
concerns regarding the event, since
it is with their approval that we are
putting it on." Not only has APLS not
made clear their un-affiliation, they've
actively used LUCC and a Lawrence
administrator as a shield for criticism.
These are not the first violations of LUCC standards as the group
had been illegitimately going by the
name "Lawrence University ProLife Students" for multiple months,
which has already been reported in
the Lawrentian earlier this term in an
open letter from five of the committee
chairs on LUCC.
Going back to the 'dialogue'
meeting, I became quickly aware in
arriving that I was in a room with
people only affirming the pro-life

position. The other participants of
this event were six in total, not including myself, but this was disappointing
given the discussion being advertised
as "pro-choice/pro-life". This may be
unsurprising; Mayerson's reservations noted that "When one side of
an issue hosts a dialogue, it creates
an unequal environment. It gives the
impression me that the pro-life position is the one that is being brought
to the forefront, the one that gets
the stage, whereas other parties are
invited in as outsiders." I came to this
event interested in how this discussion would be facilitated, but I have
no data to report as the conversation
seemed more of an echo chamber discussion than a 'dialogue'.
To be sure, the other participants
had subtle differences in their beliefs,
but all still affirmed the 'pro-life' position. This was recognized early on
by the facilitators, one of whom recognized the similarity of views, stating they would be "playing devil's
advocate" to "put our views to the
test." While the content and style of
ponderings varied a fair amount, the
'dialogue' really resembled debate
preparation as student facilitators
(again, all of whom affirmed the prolife position) provided participants
with examples of pro-choice positions
and criticisms to respond to. The word
'pro-choice' was not uttered once by
my count.
This is counter to what APLS
stated in a Steering Committee meeting in February that "dialogue is not
here for debate or teaching, more
about hearing the points of view." I
could not fathom the utility of the
meeting that occurred if not for teaching or debate. If not for either of these
reasons, then the other participants

were simply a group of pro-life students shooting the breeze about their
flagship topic. This demonstrates a
failure in general progress on the discussions.
To address the required
"sustainable purpose" originally seen
as lacking by the Steering Committee,
the same February meeting provided an unofficial definition asserting
a sustainable purpose to be "when
a group is open to the entirety of
campus and longevity in leadership."
This is a confusing definition to say
the least, as I could hypothetically
start a student org called Lawrentians
Doing Nothing (LDN) or Lawrentians
Twiddling Thumbs (LTT) both in service of activities I am deeply passionate about that have a certain cult
following, but to say these two have a
sustainable purpose simply for having
a specific theme that's open to all and
because I'm successful at passing on
their legacy is laughable.
The Steering Committee procedures state that the committee can
deny recognition to clubs on the basis
of "Organization similarity: the committee believes the applicant organization serves a function not substantially different from…" going on to list
other clubs, academic departments,
and the LU admin. This basis certainly applies to APLS: at Lawrence
we have an LU Debating Club on its
trial period, Spiritual and Religious
Life (which host and provide facilitation training for dialogues), a degree
program and coursework to minor
in biomedical ethics (the topic under
which reproductive issues almost
always falls), multiple religious student groups (as debate on reproductive issues almost always intersects
significantly with religious ones), and

courses like "The Biology of Human
Reproduction" , "Politics and Human
Nature", or "Civil Liberties and the
Supreme Court".
APLS also committed itself to
discussion with SAASHA, the campus' sexual assault and harassment
awareness student group which actually offers resources on reproductive
health. The discussion was described
in an LUCC meeting as "unproductive" with the two groups being "diametrically opposed." I also personally reaffirm the belief that APLS’
one-sided dialogue has an implicitly
discriminatory nature to people with
uteruses, especially those who've had
experience with abortions in their personal life.
My personal suspicion is APLS
may only exist because being pro-life
in particular is the pet issue of a number of Lawrentians and not because
the club has a sustainable purpose
or mission other than promotion of
pro-life ideology. I harbor no ill will
towards anyone I talked to at the
'dialogue,' but one has to wonder what
the material goals of a group like this
could be that aren't already offered
elsewhere on campus. As evidenced
by the meeting's attendance, there
clearly is not widespread interest in
dialogue specifically on reproductive
rights as facilitated by only one side
of the debate.
At a Steering Committee meeting
this past Tuesday, APLS was denied
recognition (in a 3-1-2 vote) on discrimination grounds. While I believe
the grounds extend to a lack of sustainable purpose and conduct violations, I reaffirm this decision and
suggest it remain should the same
group (or similar ones) return seeking
recognition in future terms.

SDS' stance on Ukraine is a rare blunder
Nick Mayerson

Guest Writer
________________________
On February 24th, the Appleton
Students for a Democratic Society
(SDS) posted a condemnation of the
United States and NATO’s response to
the invasion of Ukraine on Instagram.
The post declares that “U.S. imperialists and their Western allies have been
stoking the flames of war.” Included in
this list of aggressors are “America’s
warmongering politicians and corporate news media.” SDS insists
that the invasion of Ukraine is an
“inter-imperialist affair” and that the
Russian invasion is due to “an imminent threat to Russian sovereignty.”

UFC 273...

continued from page 3
damage. On a goal to secure his status

Comic Character...
continued from page 9

and 49th issues of “Doctor Strange:
Sorcerer Supreme” (1998) as a result
of refusing to fight for the Vishanti
-- the mystical beings that fuel his
spells. However, in the “Midnight

Certain Ukrainian defenders receiving
NATO support are labeled as “fascist
militias”. This rhetoric is unacceptable for an organization that claims to
support a democratic society.
Alarmingly, SDS’s talking points
are akin to those promoted by authoritarian and populist commentators in
recent weeks. Russian state media
has used the presence of the Azov
Battalion, who make up 0.3% of the
Ukrainian military, as justification for
invading Ukraine. SDS claims that
“fascist militias” such as the Azov
Battalion are receiving NATO support. In the article SDS uses to support this claim from their list of sources, Disinfo disputes the claim that the

US and Canada have trained elements
of the Azov battalion. Tucker Carlson
of Fox News dismissed the invasion as
a simple border dispute and insisted
that Ukraine was not a democracy
but instead a “client-state of the U.S.
State Department.” Practically speaking, Tucker’s assertions are no different than SDS’s claim that Ukraine
is “a NATO-controlled” state. It is
a particularly bizarre claim, given
that Ukraine is not a NATO member.
While the Ukrainian government has
been friendly with NATO memberstates, it has arguably resulted from
Russia’s longstanding aggression and
imperial goals.
SDS is misrepresenting the con-

flict by putting the blood on the hands
of the defenders, not the aggressors.
In other words, SDS is supporting
the colonial power, not the sovereignty of an independent, democratic state. Post-colonial writer Fanon
Frantz, who can be found on SDS’s
public reading list insists that the
re-establishment of sovereignty is a
core pillar of anti-colonial action. The
actions of the Soviet Union in its
conquered territories closely resemble
that of colonization. One element of
colonization is the deliberate erasure
of culture - in the case of Ukraine,
there is no exception. Artists, like
Alla Horska, were murdered for voicing dissent. Ukrainian, as a language,

was suppressed, not only by Tzarist
rule or Soviet rule but by Putin as
well. The Russification of Ukraine
is a long, deliberate dismantlement
of the Ukrainian language, culture,
and identity. Instead of condemning
Russia’s imperialism as it attempts to
regain control of its former empire,
SDS is utilizing the same rhetoric
as Russia but with the guise of antiimperialism.
SDS has a history of favorable
treatment of marginalized peoples.
This time, SDS has missed the mark.
I hope that the leadership of SDS considers my critique and reviews their
organization’s adherence to its stated
objectives.

as the best featherweight of all time,
a close second behind Jose Aldo,
who was the first and longest- reigning champion in the division with 7

title defenses in the UFC, Volkanovski does not have the easiest road, as
he must face Max Holloway and other
title contenders such as Calvin Kat-

ter, Arnold Allen, Yair Rodriguez and
even Bryce Mitchell when the time
comes. Featherweight is one division
to watch in the upcoming years as the

mass of talent that looms around the
top 6 of the division can give you a
fight of the night on any card.

Sons” series of Marvel supernatural
comics, he sources alternate magical strength, such as chaos magic,
famously known for being wielded by
the Scarlet Witch. In the 80th issue of
“Doctor Strange: Sorcerer Supreme”
(1995) Strange once again reclaims
his title.

Benedict Cumberbatch has
consistently captured the essence of
the character since his debut in the
2016 movie “Doctor Strange.” With
continuous appearances in Marvel
Cinematic Universe films, such as
“Avengers: Infinity War” (2018),
“Avengers: Endgame” (2019) and
“Spider-Man: No Way Home” (2021),

he has become a staple in the franchise.

mystic arts compared to his robotic and unfeeling side as a surgeon.
The next film, “Doctor Strange in the
Multiverse of Madness” (2022), will
be released in May, and I know longtime fans of the MCU, myself included, are eager to see the franchise dive
into the complex multi-reality plotline
that has been teased for many years.

Personally, I’ve always been a
fan of Doctor Strange since his initial appearance in the Marvel movies. Naturally, I found it amusing
that his character seemed to become
more humane when he mastered the
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Reclaim your education!!
Evan Ney

Opinions & Editorials Editor
_________________________
It seems like every term, I try
to turn over a new leaf and fashion quarterly resolutions about how
I’m going to stop procrastinating this
term, or how I’m going to eat at least
one vegetable every day this term.
The spring in particular is uniquely
situated for this sort of thing- it seems
to be somewhat of a release from the
grind of winter term, but lacks the
optimism and budding ambition of
the fall. All this to say, by the end of
week three, any unrealistic hopes I
had for the term have almost certainly
fallen by the wayside, so I think it’s a
good time to consider a new goal now
that you have a sense of your capacity
for change this term: stop trying to get
good grades.
Wait, come back. I don’t mean
that this should be the term where
you fail all your classes because you
started partying five days a week after
learning that you don’t need to wear
a mask anymore, I mean that you’re
paying too much to go here to be
working for anything other than yourself. Let me explain.
Grades are a very good system
for getting people to turn in assignments and do the work required to
make classes happen, and for students
- especially those who get good grades
- it can be rewarding, and even fun to
see the A’s roll in at the end of finals
week. What grades have almost nothing to do with, however, is how hard a
student works, how smart they are, or
even how well they’re doing in a class.
One person who’s written a lot
about this is Jo Boaler, a Stanford
professor who’s one of the leading
experts on education and grading. In
one paper, she writes that when they

receive grades, “students should learn
three things: where they are now,
where they need to be, and ways to
close the gap between the two places"
(Black & Wiliam, 1998). Grades do
not communicate any of these important understandings. When students
receive a grade or a test score, it does
not tell them what they know and
don’t know, it does not help students
know how to learn more effectively,
and it does not give them an idea of
what they need to learn. A grade or
test score simply communicates to
students where they are in relation to
other students. This is known as “ego
feedback,” a form of feedback that has
been found to be damaging for learning (Butler, 1988).”
So it’s been shown in research
that for students losing points on
assignments, their grades are not useful in helping them improve, and wear
away at their self esteem, but I argue
that it works the other way around
as well; even if you’re getting all A’s,
not all such grades are created equal.
Consider three students in a class.
One understands the concepts well,
applies them to other subject areas
and classes and helps their friends
in the class with their work when
they need it; one does well on exams
and papers but isn’t so worried about
thinking beyond the information
they’ve been given and one has figured out what the professor is looking for in papers and assignments,
so they’re able to get good grades
without even really understanding the
material particularly well. All three of
these students almost certainly get an
A in the class, but they all had very
different experiences and takeaways.
This is a fairly abstract example, but
I anecdotally know people who fit all
three of these molds, and countless

others, who all do very well in school,
but who in truth have wildly different
levels of understanding and skill in
the subjects they study.
Even if that doesn’t matter to
you, one other thing to consider is
that grades in college are very different from in high school. Your grades
aren’t getting you into college, and
even if you are part of the mere third
of Lawrence grads who plan to continue their education after graduating,
graduate admissions is a very different game - one that focuses on students’ work and connections far more
than the letters on their transcript
compared to undergrad admissions.
And for the other 75%, this is it. As
much as I hate the phrase, C’s do in
fact get degrees, so focusing on your
work itself is far more important than
the numbers arbitrarily assigned to it
by some professor who doesn’t have a
thought about it five seconds after typing it into the system. For people who
derive any amount of their self-worth
from their grades (and you might,
even if you don’t think you do), it may
be worth considering that in a few
short years, that source of self-worth
will be gone, with no easy replacement
in sight. Does the phrase "gifted kid
burnout" resonate with you? That’s
nothing compared to what’s coming
down the pike.
So what is a person to do? We
are so entrenched in the purpose of
school as getting good grades that
it’s hard to imagine any other way to
do it. From my experience of being
someone who once cared very deeply
about grades, and now doesn’t really
worry about them, I have three main
pieces of advice.
The first, and arguably most
important is to find what you’re
interested in, and do that. Learning

can’t happen without motivation to
do the work. Frustratingly, for many
this is also arguably the hardest part.
Lawrence talks at great length about
how “multi-interested” our student
body is, but conveniently omits the
part where not having one specific
area of interest often means you feel
like you’re not that interested in anything you’re studying. And even for
people who do feel like they have
their “thing,” winter term has a way of
killing the joy in studying just about
anything. If you fall into the former
group, that’s ok! That’s why you’re at a
liberal arts school. Keep trying things,
in and out of the classroom, and odds
are you’ll happen upon something
that catches your interest. If you’re
more disillusioned with something
you used to love, think about how
you grew to love that area, and try to
reconnect with it, even if that means
taking a break from classes on it (so
long as that’s possible).
My second piece of advice is to
train yourself to shift your focus away
from grades. Just because you’re not
working for your grades doesn’t mean
you’re not working, and working to
hand in stuff you’re really proud of is,
in my opinion, even more rewarding
than getting back a good grade. When
you set goals, consider what doing
good work looks like to you in a more
holistic way, and when you’re inclined
to click submit and think, “I hope I do
well on this,” replace your hope with
an affirmation: you did your best possible work under the circumstances,
and that’s good enough. Do your best
work so you can say that and mean
it! This becomes easier when you’re
interested in what you’re studying,
and the cruel truth is that if you do
assignments this way, you’ll probably
still get good grades, and might even

get better ones than before. That was
certainly the case for me, and I have
a number of theories as to why (I
may share those in another article, if
anyone reading would be interested).
The third and final thought I have
to share is that for a long time, I - as
someone who like many Lawrentians
does a lot of things on campus - was
caught between two minds on how
best to balance all the things I was
involved in. Should I work to excel in
everything I do, because excellence is a
habit, or is there only so much energy
I have to give, so it’s best to prioritize
the things I care about most and not
worry about being such a perfectionist
on the things that aren’t so important
to me? After much deliberation I’ve
come to the conclusion that for me,
it’s undoubtedly the latter. Maybe that
isn’t the case for you! If I was doing
fewer things, I think I would certainly
have an easier time feeling like I could
give one hundred percent focus to all
of them, but I don’t know anyone who
really does few enough things to justifiably feel that way.
I also realize that my perspective
comes from a place of great privilege: my parents support my work and
myself rather than my grades, and my
ableness and experience in a strong
high school have meant that good
grades mostly come pretty easily,
especially in music classes, where an
A in things like lessons and ensembles
are more of a technicality most of the
time, so I’m never really in danger of
losing things like scholarships. Still,
I think it’s hard to argue that our
culture of perfectionism and workaholism is pretty toxic and damaging
most of the time, and that we could all
benefit from a little less stress in our
lives. Hopefully a few of the words I’ve
written here help!

Nationwide tranphobic legislation remains unacceptable

Nathan Wall

Staff Writer
_________________________
In 2016, then-North Carolina
Governor Pat McCrory signed into
law HB2, a bill that would force transgender North Carolinians to use the
bathroom of the gender they were
assigned at birth rather than the one
with which they identify. Thankfully,
Governor McCrory lost a tight race
in 2016 to now-Democratic Governor
Roy Cooper, who repealed the bill, but
Republicans and a small handful of
Democrats (such as Cezar McKnight
of South Carolina and Harold Dutton
of Texas, both of whom deserve to lose
to primary challengers) all around
the country are trying to restrict the
rights of trans people. Fortunately,
there has not yet been a successful bathroom bill since the North
Carolina law was repealed as of Apr.
12, 2022, but bills that would discriminate against trans people, especially youth, in bathrooms, sports,
education and healthcare have been
introduced and/or passed in many

states. One hundred seventeen antitrans bills were introduced in state
houses in 2021, up 51 from 2020. In
the same year, Arkansas, Tennessee,
Mississippi and South Dakota banned
trans people from playing on sports
teams that don’t correspond with the
gender they’re assigned at birth, and
Arkansas banned gender-affirming
health care.
2022 has gotten off to a bad start
for the trans community. Nearly two
hundred forty hateful bills have been
filed so far this year; in comparison,
41 anti-trans bills were filed in 2018.
Although anti-trans legislation makes
up the bulk of these bills, cisgender queer people are also targeted.
Texas Governor Greg Abbott directed
the state Child Protective Services
to remove trans children from the
families of parents that support them.
Bills that ban transgender youth from
competing on the sports teams that
correspond with their gender identities, ban gender-affirming care for
transgender minors, restrict bathroom access and force the state to

misgender transgender people have
been introduced in most states. South
Dakota, Iowa, Oklahoma and Utah
enacted legislation against trans youth
in sports, with state legislators in Utah
overriding Governor Spencer Cox’s
veto. Thankfully, in most of these
states, the legislation is not in effect,
but the message it sends is intimidating and hateful to trans people and
their families.
It’s
not
just
legislation.
Conservative politicians have become
more openly hateful towards the trans
community in recent years, directly
fueling the rise in hate crimes. Hateful
state legislatures have decided to
attack the trans community rhetorically as well as legislatively. On March
17, 14-year-old Avery Jackson testified in the Missouri State Legislature
about an anti-trans bill being considered. State Senator Elaine Gannon
chose to ask this 14-year-old if they
had “gone through the procedure.”
It should go without saying that it’s
not appropriate to ask strangers
about their genitals, especially a child.

On March 29, on the floor of the
Nebraska State Legislature, Senator
Bruce Bostelman claimed that schools
are providing litter boxes as bathroom
alternatives for students who “identify
as cats.” This is hateful and false. I
don’t think I need to explain why. On
March 25, former Mississippi State
Representative Robert Foster, a man
who refuses to interact with women in
professional settings, accused transgender allies of “grooming” minors
into being transgender and called for
the execution of adults who support
trans kids. This is a direct incitement
of violence, which is a crime.
These bills are hateful, discriminatory and illogical. If it’s already
illegal to sexually assault someone,
which it is, a law preventing a rapist from entering the bathroom isn’t
going to stop them, and criminalizing
transgender-affirming care isn’t going
to stop those children from wanting
to transition. The point isn’t to prevent sexual assault or protect children
from parents “forcing” treatments on
them. The only purpose of this hate

is to rile up their base. It’s no longer
a political asset to be openly hateful
to gay people, so transgender people
have become the new target, similar to
the way that Donald Trump fearmongered about Muslims and Mexicans
to get elected. When politicians like
Abbott, Texas Attorney General Ken
Paxton (who should be careful who
he accuses of violating state law) and
Idaho Governor Brad Little, criminalize trans kids, the harm it does to
these families is unfathomable.
The truth is that these people
don’t care one way or the other about
transgender people. Much like the
reelection campaign of George W.
Bush in 2004, these Republicans are
using trans people to rile up a voter
base they see as hateful and easily
brainwashed. It’s unacceptable, and
those who do it are shamelessly lying
to rile up their base. Trans rights and
trans families are worth fighting for,
and there’s no better time to take up
that fight.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. The
Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions. For the full editorial policy and parameters for submitting articles, please refer to the masthead, which is located on the back of each edition.
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What is your favorite article of clothing?
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EDITORIAL BOARD:

— Editorial policy is
determined by the editors.
Any opinions that appear
unsigned are those of the
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Editorial Board.

Editors-in-Chief:
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— Letters to the editor are
encouraged. The editors
reserve the right to edit for
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“Shoes.”
— Byron Floyd

“Swimming goggles.”
— Joey Davis

“My long pink spring coat.”
— Katherine Perry

— All submissions to the
editorial pages must be
accompanied by a phone
number at which the author
can be contacted. Articles
submitted without a contact
number will not be published.
— The Lawrentian reserves
the right to refuse to print
any submissions received
after the above deadline
— Letters to the editor will
be edited for clarity, decency, accuracy and grammar.

“My space cat (catstronauts) shirt!”
— Maeve Shaffer

“My different pair of shoes.”
— Maryah Burrell

“Hoodie or backed.”
— Mila Xiong

— Letters to the editor
should not be more than 500
words.
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“Cool Glasses.”
— Nathan Ferguson

“Sweater.”
— Nina Austria
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“Shorts.”
— Summit Kumar
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“Overalls.”

“Rompers! They’re comfortable
and loose — no overheating in the
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“Sweaters or summer dresses! Can’t
decide.”
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